
QUBITS : 1) NUCLEAR SPIN - not real interest in technological Lecture 12-14/21/23

development BUT fundamental for understanding decoberence modeling and states manipulation

2) ELECTRON SPIN - Introduced in 1998 by Di Vincenzo. ↳
Te

,
Tz *,Ta

The qubit can be represented by a single electron with its spir . Headvantages ore :

compatibility with cros implementation .

Ther we have SCALING-The quabt is on overage
Lookm x 200 mm .

Te drawback is the CERENCE time -> having an electron confined in quantum dot,

itwillbesubjecttomaydisturbaueFor autumn cectio
and

e
et

COULOMB BLOCKADE

Minimum amount of potential to block a charge . Let's assume the following situation :

vi Ei) VIdt = (Vdt = <(Vdv=Dengystered
in e

Iwant to check if there's the possibility for a leskaze current to flow
across the capacitance .

(We want to see if an electron is able to Jump from one side to the
-

turEf
I move a negative hage from ore side to the the it is like incese o se

in
.

initial change stored in thecapacitance.

↳
DE = Eg-Ei = (a + d-

22
= e (a + e) + The energy is changing and I need DELO in order to have the

20

Deco --
ale spontaneous trasfer of these electrons.

· This wears that we have a minimum voltage able to start

↓ a negative curent that promotes the electrous Jump .

[V - )
-

I Moving one electron mesus creating a potential
banies - the electron itself must face on

2
⑧ a

intrusic potential barriera this potential
Now let's assume thes self-barrier is the CULore BLOCKADE.

situation :

+ 99-a In this case we are moving the electron from the opposite side to the other

vjja &intale i tothebeffata2C

Why abit we usually see the Gulamb Blockade effect ? = (a)
Zettsbusden 2

of
Mes must ba negativa

even measure it
,

but the noise is stronger and
⑧ ·

te in order to have the

Therefore such effect is bured into the noise.It is
I

Spontaneous transfer
very small WRT thermal energy - the electronsore thus able to break au - (V-]&the bulomb blockrole thanks to the thermal energy - Eth = 25mer (roomt)

I
.We have to operate of cryostate conditions (nk temperature

QUANTUM DOTS ~ Plaak constant

The quantum well was defined as follows : En =2 H
2

we have different potential levels organized
Ez 8ma2 The quantum well is in

Ez
in a square shope We studied the Schödinger

Es

Me wave front ore Just one dimension
.
The

/

equation from which we extracted the different [ 2

ebtained by De Broghe quantum dat is 3D and

Need levels of which the electrons 2-> Size of the quantum well we confine the
quau
behave like a stationary wae with I Px electron in all the

different number of half waves
, depending

-

2 & Z directions
.

on the quantired level of which they ore
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X Q
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A quautum abt requires confinement (in 30) - wa weed Lecture 12-16/21/23

first to create a quautum well (confinement in ID) where I have my!quantized levels . L Es QUESTA LEZIONEE STATA

2 DEG (2D electron gosl Ez SPIEGATA PRINCIPALMENTE CON LE

A typical motera used to
I

E 2

DX

SLIDE -- VEDI DA P. 14 IN POL

implement the structure is

The GaAs and AlGoAs : Gats has smaller Bandzap War AlgaAs I get a conduction band offset
and volence bend offset in the transition from GoAs to AlGaAs.

This offset ,
combined with the bands benshing ,

creates a WELL.

Such well tokes the nome of IDEO and consists of 2

DOPED AlGaAs 2D structure filled With FREE electrons- so it can be
UNDOPED Al GoAs assumed to be a gas

where the particles con more freely withSPACER

UNDOPED GaAs
Kinetic energy in X and y

directions. Note that this is Just 2

was to confine electrons andast to create a quantum dot.

A simula result con be achieved thanks to other materials like Si and Ga . Si and

Size ore put in contact and the upper Si develops a tensile stress given by the fact that

the bottom loyer composed by Si-Ge lass berger stars (due to Germanium) . Such tensile

stress promotes the establishment of a conduction band offset -> theus implementing a well.

If we replicate the structure
,

af the interface Side and Si
,

it is possible to

implement a well in the volence band
,
thus accuting holes ! Tere are some

advantages in the use of holes X cates - > We apply a negative
voltage .

SiGe holes accumulation P CATES - PLUNGERS (STANTUFFI)

Strained Si

-D

de to volence bond offset we apply a positive voltage.
The plunzes are needed in

SiGe order to attract and create

on electrons well.

HEMT-> High Electron Mobility Transistors
Co Thisalternance establishes a modulation of the

The structures we al endlysing are potential and the creation of different wells

composed by moncrystalline blocks
,
almost perfectly motched and defect free ,

in order to ensure

the creation of fast cancels in which esries mobility is very high .

For Q-BITs we don't really

benefit from such high mobility . Obviously less apung translates in bes sottering and so langen
decoherence tue .

The electrons are confired and I don't need highauments.

TheQ-BOT is obtained by using same gotes electrodes -> thanks to such electrodes we con

apply a negative veltage that will establish a barrier (looks like a "Volcano" with a"VALLES =

where I last my electron) . The pobt is implemented just with

electrodes
.

We have then some INLETS and OUTLET structures that
allow electrons to escape from the potential volley or enter inside ofI the confrument region

The shope of the gotes allows the creation of a SADDLE point where I can inject un
electron

,
and thisan

also goont (dependingonthe applied voltage) . This pant where I an messure a annent is called

Quantum Point Contact (apc) - it is a kind of turueling region .
It is useful for infecting the

electron or for sensingthe charge. The grey area is the one where the elections

ore present. PLUNGER

The plumbers are recessary in In the ECT I need· SINGLE
0-

order to switch the different agote to move the dan Q-DOT

plases and more the potential of the electrons-potentio up and down for bubul Bl
. Pluncera





probability to have spin up as a function of time .

I assume to have initialized my Spin

(so I have 123)
.

NOTE : The SPIN

direction is defined by the Bo

field so
,

in the case we are

i aswite observing ,
we can have spin

-> Poles width of Ri poles toward right (ligher evergy-
·spinup) or left (lower energy-spin Downl S

Probability towessure a spin up
.
The Spin is readout by means of

SPIN TO Charge conversion . In the CONTROL PHASE I apply an ESR

field with a certain poles width Tp (poles width of the RF poles

After this plase I pass to the READ one - my pubit will for sure having beenaffected
by some rotations given by the ESR

.

The luzer the poles width the larger the rotation

sang (aut dock wise rotation)
.

Looking at the probability graph ,
we see that we don't go from o to 2

This is due to the eve given by the Reservar Broadening .
The difference

between Max and Min probability is called visibility .

It bu also depend
on someanor in the gote thatwakes the rotation happening in a TITED

directioeme to applya rotation.
-

I'm o the point highlighted in the ↑graph and it corresponds to lave 50 % probility to lave

SPINUO or Spin down
.

With It ratation I see MAX probability to see 12

All the pants have been obtained by repeating many mesmements for different rotations.

We colculate the formar frequency es to =

g
*

MBBo z
*

is a correction factor .

-

Me following plot expresses the fr probability h h = 2Th
g

in terms of colors instead ofauments .

↳
If we messure the angular frequency we put h

In the previous case we had West

motched to to . We un opt for
detuuruz am Wesr War Camor

frequency . A l'un detunning ,
the

RABI (apparent) frequency increases.

↳
· Ma effective Robi frequency goes es :

↓esr-to = DETUNING FREQUENCY
S
frequency of or signal inside the transmission bue

Wat

Dadeterinaes
· It is interesting tonotice the dependence of Rob frequency from the power of ESR .

It bresly incresses with Per
QUALITY FACTOR AND FIDELITY

We have already seen that the visibility of the system is not 200 %. There are problems with

quality factor and fidelity . Quality factor expresses a mesure of decoberence time .

-

The QUALITY FACTOR expresses the number of RABI retations ↳ If I report my rotation and

I can apply before herence tima ends : tipically Qu103 extend my Robi oscillation to

Q is evoluted by mesus of T* sevend true intervals
,

I'll

The FIDELITY instead states the accuracy of a quantum gote observe my signal decay -> such

and how precise
I an operating my g-bit . During tree we way decay means that there will be

be expecting to be applying a rotation of it but we may not euans .

be very precise. The FIDELITy is found With MANDOMIZED BENCHMARKING





Ter two wost explored qubits from industries ar SpinQuBIT Lecture 13-23/11/23

and SuperConductive QuBIT . The SDIN one is implemented by mesus of Gets and AlGaAs

or Si and Side
. Yuts the superconductive implementation we don't find semicon.

but wetals
,

oxides and insulting material /Josephson Junction -> INSUTOR-METAL-INSULATOR)
One issue of SPIN QUBIT

,
as we saw

,
is the COHERENCE- this is one of the Figures of

Ment in order to choose the QuBIT technology .

Cherence Terence =2000 is what we generally need.

Tomagote true
.

We introduced the Rosey experiment in order to assess the exact Termor frequency/wa
buy system and to ossess the Te *

time. az

In RAMSEY we first apply a
it rotation along X axis. 2)

↑
R

I
↳

There I wost for a true T and lapply enother Rx(E) ->

-4
rotation

.
Such experiment is a sot of INTERFERENCE ~ Riz)

Simula to Mach Zendee in optics . LX

Me Rx(I) votation is operated at a slightly different w war wo (formar frequency) A = -wo

where sude D is the detering frequency -

Plosa -
The probability to have

2 -

Rx (E) Rxz(E) Ti
I after the first rotation

is 5 . We assume to

Tk T 47
ot

& P
E

wait for true T and I
D

E I will have some precession
The Nue I will be equal to the true to get a it procession and with the second

dong z
,
such that aften a second rotation we should end ! rotation I'll get something

again in state los.
DZ RE) If I wait for 2it I should be between10s and 11).

agiu in the point ~ of before and for this resson the probability to have

lo after The
D so rotation cores back to tero. If I repest such messure

-

s
more trues ,

I will & D
and up

with
on interference pottern whose free is

given by
4

. L by
procession

M-Looking st This plot I can corstand wherch is the detering frequency and then

D
be able to trere properly or sigual
The plot is also useful in order to extract the Te

*

parameter .

In fact ,
due to dephasing we'll experience a decay

1*
'

.............
Note that it is referred

-z
A method to improve the i2*, as we already Nu to more pubits messures

wentioned is te Haln Echo (and CPMG technique Pt
or more mossmements

in particular). Me Hahn Echo consists of a Ramsey Experiment in taken from the some

which we so on additional pole , Ry C
,
between the two x rotations

. qubit .

Rx (E) Ry(T) Rxz(E) Such retation compensates for the broadening of the Spin COMPONENTS

M T M
That process at differents speeds . By implementing such technique

D

t
we get Tz

*

apprachung T2 .

We define To" the is trme obtained

by applying the HAHNECHO principle (RyC) a single Nel .
While by mens of pro technique we are able to get

Tono which is higher (in CPMC we apply the retation Ry(t) several times - 200 1500 times)
It is important to understand why we have such desherence : 1) SPINORBIT INTERACTION : According to

The special relativity if we haveon electron moving at a certain vebuty and it interacts with

a perpendicular electric field , a Spin Orbit MAGNETIC FIELD develops : Bonne de

So we'll haveon electron spin within a va field -> this determines a precession.
· "

Bo
"

This effect is a DISTURB-C it represents an additional and radom fluctuation of the

-electrous' spin. Although suce magnetic field is low
,
it will introduce a Random wak inside

·

a my blocksphere . Usually I can moke sure us electric field is present ,
but it is impossible

to ad the local electric field this is because of ions. In Gotts for example we have Go and









We've seen that due to the hormon behavior of the Lecture 14-30/12/23
L circuit

,
it is impossible to use that system as a qubit. In fact we've

seen the QHo /Quantum Hormonic Oscillator) Hamiltonon that presents more

energy levels , equally spaced in terms of everzy difference between consecutive levels.

- 123 a
We now introduce the periuciples of :

- 11
↓ twez - SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
1

-

6)
↓tor-JOSEPHSON JUNCTION (NON Harmonic Oscillator)

D
As we already ponted out

, superconductivity is achieved under a

Ortol temperature Tc
,
at which the observed motewal shows a NON RESISTIVE Behaviour .

For mercury (Hg) +c
= 4

.
2k + @TC4. 24 + R= 0 This means to have a ument

even in absence of Voltage. Below such temperature there's a plase transition

(For Al-sic = 2
. 24 and Nb-Tc =gr) inside the materials that involves the cariers.

In a typical meta we have a Ferr level -> below such Ferr level there ar

States filled by electrous (tipically two electrons) and esch state presents two elections with

E A spin up and spin obun
.

Mrs is the stustion at environment temperative,where

TC TC there's an obrupt transition from void level to under Ferm
level

.

↓

IIIIIIl/ E = Below the Tr
,

we have the In This region it is very difficult
k Sa= formation of a zop

around to find by electron.

EF i

Bose condensation :

↑ ~
At EF we find the Coper pairs (pair of

IBosonsere characteuzed by
⑳

↑
El electrons within a boundary).

electrons with opposite spius , IIIIIIIIIIIIIII/ Such poir present opposite k - K and

therefore the overall spir of the spin St = It
. Although the single electrons

Z
Coper par is zero ad they condensate right at Form level . are Ferriors

,
the Cooper poit is a Boson

Te coopa pairs show a colment behavio and don't Scatter .
With overall spinequal to zero

.

(S = o)

Morefore we have uno Resistive effect
.

a

NOTE : The elections of the Cooper pair are not one close Obeys therefore to Bose-Einstein statistic

to the other
, they are coupled by the opposite spius but thes Under a certain temperature such Bosous

In be very for from each other inside the material. cu so toward Bose Condensation
.

BARDEEN-DOPER-SCHRIFFER THEORY (BCS) - > We can assume that when an electron is moving ,
all the

positive ious in the sorroundings will experience a Coulamb attraction -> they react to the presence

of the electron and I experiencezu elestic effect .
Such effect creates a bal increase of potential

because there's an accumulation of positive charges .
Such positive changes will induce the second electron

pair to more almently WRT the firstelection .

Te attraction of positiveions towards the electron

Ind + + + t eustitutes a PHONON and
,

the fact that the second electrom moves on the some

· >
↓ I

↑ Try

-

+ + + t

·
It

,

tratectory of the first our
,

wokes the Cooper pair COHERENT

Because of This Coper PARS in SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIAL we have some particular properties :

2) The first regards the relation between FLUX and PHASE.

1
1 #- magnetic Geld flux

( F density [an-3)

the unentcon crest flux

withein Hus e flow even without - -
Y =r

= 0
· J= /412 ~ e mi]

ay veltage applied Us
I

&
e

have electrous and Cooper I

-
line integralporsflowin lop ,

I c fouwegruche e-
-*Aisdefinedinordentola "curi

2e
B field









We were dealing with Superconducting Qubits and we saw that Lecture 25-21/22/23
an purpose is to build an ARTIFICIALATOM by Mess of 2 METAL-INSULATor-METAL Plote ,

where

the metal is kept under its artical temperative .

We have thewor Winess device : JosePHSon

JUNCTION jFrom this circuit we have the HAMITONIn as the one that follows :

PART L PART 2
in Josephson Junction esse we get

do hWez 11)

an Hamiltonan whose different............ - z levels or NOT EVENLY SPACED -> Hes

M

! L X
---- Catwar

D

10

D
allows to properly ture the frequencyvor

(2)

in order to modulate the pubit state.

#
We identify this as the boper por box. Here we cen isolte a certain number of Coper pairs.

Depending on theamount of charge we can have different os and Is (the enzenvalues ar

different) .

We have two cases depending an EJ and Ec 7 ZBeing sens tive to change
Ma Hourltowau can be written as : H = -Pec-Es cas e mesus to be sensitive also to

Calze meansEC small and this d ↓ clsize worse - SHORT CHERENCE

brings to EJE< - TRANSMON

tot
Ej =Ito

TIME -> We must be immune
2π

In this livest we are not sensitive to charge warse-> Ca Must Be

to No Cumber of Coper pairs) and LARGE .

PARAMETERSwe can get rid of the PARTI of the circnt.
-

Me advantage of TRANSMON is the LONG COHERENCE TIME : T2
, Tz or Th

A drowback is the SMALL UNHARMONICITY : (n 200ms) most articol

HD ~
When we introduced ↳ Very high ilerence Here ; it is the

(2)
the Josephson sunction

,
tiue .

Our of the dephasing time

zWe 11)
wa did it in order to lighest among the (itter) . Although

Wol 10
gan en Hamiltonon different pubits . we are not loosing

D

- such thest the different engenvales would have been energy we ore
8

sufficiently distant and to get a behaviou as for as possible from the PARABOLI, dephasing (it

which highlightsan HARMONIC Behaviour . Due to the obminating parameter Lappens much

Es as related to the Josephson Junction (in the case of TRANSMON With EJCEd
,

more frequently)
We see that caso is not or Unhartonic function and what will happen is that all the egenvalues
will collapse toward the bottom.

To illustrate such unharmonicity we introduce the formula for the TRANSMON EGENVALUES :

EnEtwo (n + 1) - En + 6n-3) - suolitically devived unhorcusuc function due to En contribution

a = 0
,
1

,
2 ↓ ↳ formul for the hamonic Oscillator (see second lectme

quantum number

Wor = Es - Eo = Wo - Fin(6 + 6 - +5) = Wo-E
-> frequency at which I have to ture in order to

&

h I monipulate los and les states.

Es andFo ere calculated with the expression abore
- n = - E

Eo =to +E Etto-S-3Wo-E h
2 2

hEc=

two-gE We want on UNHARMONIC Function
,

we compute also Was in order to see

2-3how differs from Was : Wr = Estr = wo-E (24
+ --6-6 +) = Wo-Z e

-

we can go even further and tr Compute Wzz = Wo-3Ec h
-

As we see the difference is VERY SMALL Since Ec is SMALL . Mus to represents on issue since

when I tune my RABI Oscillation in arder to induce a transition between 12 suollos
,

I'll be

inducing also a transition toward 12) , due to the simular frequencies. This problem is known

O LEAKAGE . - was is

To evolute the unharmonicity we introducetheparameter = proponeLand Care inversely prop . to Ec and Es a

mLC









As already auticupoted this port of the Lecture 16-22/12/23
araut consists of the zlive that is responsible for the generation of

a magnetic field that is coupled to the savid (composed by the two 5
.

5.
)

and tres the qubit frequency
*

The cross on the left represents the Coper par box
.
Me cross shape minimizes

the inductance and maxwizes the capacitance .

The savid is also connected to the bottom plate capacitance and the Filine.

Ma xI cutral is the our that applies a striving voltage that can be either in phase

> or in quadrature with the conier and is used to induce RABI oscillations .

As we've seen in the previous lesson
,

the

resulting envelope S(t) (arect) as we used to

all it) will beat a frequency wat vote

that wa : Wo Wave where wawe is obtowned by loved

combination of I and a contributions
,

must be Wal = Was
= e(t)

-> so Wo is kept slightly different from wa and the fina
turing isopplied by means of wows contribution Guess

ambination

VIRTUAL Z-GATE - Not cared out in terms ofqubit detuning but ↑ of F and

a comb.

with SOFTWARE the idea is the one to change the reference
and apply the rotation.

2QUBIT GATES - essential for entenzlement . How as we operate them in the Remember That the
-

ase of supercoudacting pubit ? We have two oscillators capacitively coupled .
the urgle of rotation depends

everzy exchange is possible only in ore of strong on the ore of the envelope

supling and the dissacteristic frequencies are close one to each other

Thequbit frequencies of the two pubits are mode different enough in order

to be able to operate on the single pubits . When weweed to enable

integrated aspocitance responible the coupling of the aubits ,
we lave the z-line thet detives the

for the compling. frequency of the pubits -> great advantageof Transmons .

At this point I have basically changed M

the frequency of QuBIT 1 in order to make it "equal" to the QuBIT 2 one.

A that poiet for slightly before reaching it) we experience the "AVOIDED CROSSING

which consists in the bending of the two energies in order to avoid the crossing.
Such behavior resembles the one of a bandgap presence . At this point we have the

oscillation starting ,
the first one is excuted while the second is at ground state,

so the energy moves from the first pubit to the second one -> Swap Operation

The longer the time
,
the buger the energy exchanged

The swap by itself doesn't introduce the enteglement .
What determines it

is the iswap (swap with additional
-I stuft).

· applied in order to create INTERFERENCE : it mesns

that we make a rotation in parallel to different states and they cucel each other

In thisase we get that Clos-1es) turns into los and Clos + 125) into 123 and a the end

we obtain the Bell State (SEE SLIDE 32)

READOUT OF THE TRANSMON -- In the rose of trousuon is like having
onoscillator that can be either excited or at ground state. Ter

excited oscillator presents a platon - tes platon is a quantum
o everzy and it is NOT A LIGAT PHOTON -1 therefore it is very

difficult to read
.

We deal with RF plators (Met energy vanze) : they
au difficult to detect

.

What is used to messure our qubit is the

importance .
Me idea is that the transmon less a stata dependent

impestance . If we take into account a Coscillator we would have the some impesbuce ,
us matter

what is the energy -> this is because of the HARMONIITY of the La ascillator
.

But the TRANSMON








